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Abstract2
Understandings of the interaction between adsorbants and metal surfaces have led3
to descriptors for bindings and catalysis which have a major impact on the design of4
metal catalysts. On semiconductor oxides these understandings still lack. We show5
an important element in understanding binding on semiconductors. We propose here6
a correlation between the cooperative interaction energy, i.e. the energy difference7
between the adsorption energies of coadsorbed electron donor-acceptor pair and isolated8
fragments and the band gap of the clean oxide surface. We demonstrate this effect for9
a number of oxides and donor-acceptor pairs and explain it with the shift in the Fermi10
level before and after the adsorption. The conclusion is that the adsorption of acceptor-11
donor pairs is considerably more favorable compared to unpaired fragments and this12
energy difference is approximately equal to the value of the band gap. The implications13
of this understanding in relation with the improvement and discovery of novel catalysts14
on the band gap oxides are also discussed.15
Introduction16
Research in theoretical heterogeneous catalysis has rapidly grown in the last 20 years.1–717
Scaling relationships, which mainly describe correlations between adsorption properties of18
reactants and intermediates across different materials, are important tools that facilitate19
rational design of catalysts on metals by predicting trends in activity and selectivity across20
material surfaces for a wide range of application.8–17 The main class of materials on which21
scaling relationships for heterogeneous catalysis have been applied are pure transition metal22
surfaces.18–20 Extensions of this concept have also been applied to other catalytic surfaces,23
like alloys21–23 and oxides.15,24 In general, the role of the electronic structure in determining24
the adsorption properties, which for metals is to a large extent understood, is still matter25
of debate in case of semiconducting and insulating surfaces (since insulators are large band26
gap semiconductors and to avoid redundancies in the text, from now on, we indicate band27
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gap materials with the general term semiconductors.28
Fragments coadsorbed on oxides are found to behave in a very different way compared to29
what is seen on metals. If in the case of metal surfaces, the computational study of catalytic30
process was simplified by calculating the binding energy of each molecular fragment alone31
on the surface, without registering significant changes when fragments are coadsorbed, in32
the case of oxides it was found to fail dramatically. In fact, a Lewis-acid (A, whose electron33
charge increases during a reaction) and a Lewis-base (B, that loses charge) stabilize each other34
through the semiconductor oxide surface (attractive interaction or cooperative adsorption)35
when they are coadsorbed.25–29 In other words, the energy of coadsorbing A and B at large,36
but finite, distance is much more negative, i.e. energetically favorable, than the case where37
there is an infinite distance between the two fragments corresponding to the situation in38
which each fragment is adsorbed alone (cooperative adsorption). This interaction is small39
when the fragments are coadsorbed on a conductor.3040
This effect has been pointed out for few systems, for example, NOx adsorption on alkaline-41
earth oxide surfaces,25,31–36 halogen and halogen hydrides on CeO2(111) and La2O3(001),28,2942
methane activation on La2O3(001) and PdO,37 and H-OH pair on CeO2(111), BaO(100),43
TiO2(110), and PdO(101).38 Forward steps are also done in understanding the mechanism44
of the cooperative adsorption by investigating, for example, charge transfers, electrostatic45
interactions, and ionic relaxations.3846
Here, we report an understanding of the adsorption on oxide semiconducting surfaces47
and which can be extremely useful in the catalytic screening process by reducing the com-48
putational time for these type of surfaces. We find that, the band gap directly affects the49
binding energies of elector donor and acceptor fragments and we generalize the observations50
found for Lewis acid-base pairs. In the first part, we describe the linear correlation between51
the stabilization energy and the band gap of the oxides. In the second part, we explain the52
origin of this scaling relation in terms of shift of the Fermi level due to the adsorption of53
electron acceptors (A) and electron donor (D) fragments. In the last part, we report some54
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considerations on the implication that this has on understanding bindings on semiconductors.55
The relaxed structures and data presented here have been collected in a database which is56
available at the address http://nano.ku.dk/english/research/theoretical-electrocatalysis/57
katladb/.39 Scripts to run the calculations and analyze the results have been also included,58
together with the input structures.59
Computational Methods60
We perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the GPAW code40,41 and61
the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE).42 Each structure has been relaxed until the62
forces on all atoms were < 0.05 eV/Å, using the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE)63
exchange-correlation functional,43 a uniform real spaced grid with a spacing of 0.2 Å, and64
one k-point (Γ), except for RuO2 for which a 4×4×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid has been used.4465
A dipole correction has also been included to eliminate the interaction among repeated slabs66
which are separated by at least 14 Å. Due to the well-known problem of the underestimation67
of the band gap, for a more accurate description of the electronic properties, like DOS and68
band gap, we perform hybrid functional calculations in the framework of the range-separated69
hybrid functional by Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06).45,46 The wavefunctions were70
expanded in a plane-wave basis with a 500 eV cutoff and we use one k-point (Γ). The71
HSE06 calculations have been performed non-self-consistently from the PBE ground state72
density and wavefunctions. Even if the non-self-consistent HSE06 band gaps are rather73
accurate,47,48 the total energies are not calculated in a correct way because they depend on74
both the position on the valence and conduction bands and on the electron density which75
is not updated self-consistently. To demonstrate that the scaling relationships between the76
interaction energy and band gap are similar despite the underestimation of the band gap77
typical of PBE calculations and considering that, at this stage, it is computationally too78
demanding to perform self-consistent HSE06 calculations, we apply the Hubbard correction79
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to the results obtained using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE)49 and fitting80
the value of U to obtain electronic properties (gap and DOS) similar to the ones calculated81
using HSE06. This is aimed to show that even computationally cheaper calculations (PBE82
and RPBE) give the same trends of more sophisticated results. More details are available in83
the Supplementary Information.84
Results and discussion85
Various band gap oxides (alkali rock-salts, like MgO, CaO, SrO, BaO, and MgS, TiO2 in86
the rutile structure, the wurtzite ZnO, the sesquioxide La2O3, perovskites such as SrTiO3,87
BaHfO3, and KTaO3) and different fragments (H∗, CH3C∗O, HO∗, Cl∗, CH3O∗, in which88
the asterisk, ∗, indicates the active site of the fragment that binds on the oxide) have89
been investigated. We cut non-polar surfaces and we select different adsorption sites, on90
which the fragment exhibits properties of electron acceptor or donor. We consider different91
configurations of fragments, either alone in the cell or forming pairs or multiple adsorptions92
(a more detailed description has been reported in the Supporting Information).93
There are two ways to calculate the dissociation energies for the two fragments: (i) each94
fragment is adsorbed alone on a slab and (ii) the fragments are coadsorbed. In the former95
case (i), the adsorption energy of the electron acceptor-donor (AD) pair is calculated as:96
∆EA,Dads = E
A∗
tot + E
D∗
tot − 2Eslabtot − EADtot , (1)
where ∆EA,Dads is the adsorption energy of the single fragments A and D, E
A∗
tot and ED
∗
tot is the97
DFT total energy of the slab with the fragments A and D adsorbed, Eslabtot is the energy of98
the clean slab, and EADtot is the energy of the undissociated AD molecule in the gas phase. In99
the latter, when the fragments are coadsorbed (ii), the dissociation energy is obtained as:100
∆EADads = E
A∗D∗
tot − Eslabtot − EADtot , (2)
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where ∆EADads is the adsorption energy of the fragments A and D together and EA
∗D∗
tot is the101
total energy of the slab with the two fragments coadsorbed.102
The difference between these two energies is thus:103
Ediff = ∆E
A,D
ads −∆EADads =
= EA
∗
tot + E
D∗
tot − EA
∗D∗
tot − Eslabtot . (3)
A positive Ediff indicates that the energy released by the dissociative adsorption is much104
lower than the sum of the energies of adsorbing the fragments on separate (but identical)105
surfaces. We are thus dealing with a cooperative adsorption between the fragments.106
(a) PBE (b) PBE+U
Figure 1: Interaction energy, Ediff , as a function of the band gap, Eg, of the clean surface for
the studied set of semiconductors and insulators using PBE (a) and PBE+U (b) as exchange-
correlation functionals. The Hubbard correction has been applied only on slabs where the
valence band is composed of oxygen p-states and the conduction band of metal d-states with
a U value that well reproduce the band gap calculated with the hybrid exchange-correlation
functional HSE06. For the perovskite slabs, the termination of the surface (A or B atom
of the ABO3 unit cell) is reported in parentheses. When not indicated, H and CH3CO
are adsorbed on top oxygen, while Cl, HO, and CH3O on top metal. When required, the
adsorption site of H (oxygen or metal) is indicated in parentheses. The interaction energy
correlates with the calculated band gap of the clean surface. The one-to-one relation between
the interaction energy and the band gap is drawn with a dashed line.
The correlation between the interaction energy, Ediff , and the band gap is shown in107
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Figure 1 using PBE and PBE+U as exchange-correlation functional. We can distinguish108
two different behaviors: (i) conductors, like IrO2 and RuO2, for which the interaction energy109
is rather small (of the order of tenths of eV) and (ii) semiconductors, such as alkali oxides110
and perovskites, for which the interaction energy is of the order of eVs. The magnitude of111
the interaction energy is influenced by many factors, such as the element forming the oxide,112
the ionization potential or the electron affinity of the fragments, i.e. the ability to donate or113
accept a charge (strength of the fragment). The amount of charge transfer is also influenced114
by a structural relaxations of the oxide (polaronic distortions),38 the nature of the oxide115
(reducible or nonreducible), the surface exposed, and the presence of defects.50 Despite of116
these, we can identify a one-to-one scaling between the interaction energy and the band gap117
(the discrepancies from the one-to-one scaling are caused by the effects mentioned above).118
We have noticed that the relaxation has the effect of shifting the states in the band gap119
closer to the band edges of the clean surface. This would explain why the band gap of the120
clean metal slab is a good descriptor for the interaction energy despite the effects mentioned121
above.122
To explain this behavior, we have to consider what happens at the valence and conduction123
band states and at the position of the Fermi level before and after the coadsorption (a sketch124
is shown in Figure 2 and the densities of states (DOS) of MgO with different adsorbates125
in Figure 3. More example of DOS are shown in the Supporting Information). When an126
electron acceptor or donor fragment is adsorbed on an intrinsic semiconductor, an electron127
transfers from the slab to the fragment or vice versa with the consequence that the Fermi128
level down-(up-) shifts to the valence (conduction) band edge. When an electron acceptor-129
donor pair is adsorbed an electron is transferred from the electron donor to the electron130
acceptor fragment through the surface. Since no electrons have been added to (removed131
from) the surface, the Fermi level remains unchanged. The different behavior regarding the132
shift of the Fermi level in the two cases is responsible for the cooperative effect. In fact,133
when the two fragments are at infinite distance (Eq. 1), the electron transfer shifts the Fermi134
7
Figure 2: Sketch of the valence and conduction band states for different surfaces. (a) Intrinsic
semiconductor: the Fermi level is in the middle of the band gap between the valence (VB)
and the conduction bands (CB). (b) An electron acceptor fragment (A) is adsorbed: an
electron moves from the VB to the fragment and the Fermi level of the slab down-shifts.
(c) An electron donor (D) is adsorbed: an electron transfers to the CB of the slab from the
fragment and the slab Fermi level up-shift. (d) Coadsorption of an AD pair: an electron
transfers from the electron donor to the electron acceptor fragments and the shift in the
position of the Fermi level is basically zero.
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level, while when the two fragments are at finite but still not-interacting distance (Eq. 2),135
the Fermi level does not move.136
The densities of states (DOS) of the considered fragments and their combinations on137
MgO are shown in Figure 3. The DOS of the clean surface is plotted in black, the Fermi138
level (dashed line) is in the middle of the band gap because we are dealing with an intrinsic139
semiconductor. Now, one hydrogen is adsorbed. Since its electronegativity is smaller than140
the one of the oxygen on top which it is adsorbed (1H(1O), in figure), hydrogen behaves141
as an electron donor and one electron transfers from hydrogen to oxygen. This changes the142
oxidation state of the nearby atoms. The extra electron ends up in the conduction band and143
the Fermi level up-shifts to the conduction band. We found similar effects for other electron144
donor fragments like CH3CO or when more electron donor fragments are coadsorbed, like145
two hydrogen atoms on top oxygens (2H(2O)). When an electron acceptor fragment, like HO146
or CH3O, is adsorbed, an electron transfers from the semiconductor to the adsorbate and the147
Fermi level down-shifts to the valence band edge. Hydrogen can also behave as an electron148
acceptor when adsorbed on top metal, 1H(1Mg), which has a smaller electronegativity. Now149
the extra electron ends up in the valence band and the Fermi level down-shifts. If an electron150
acceptor and an electron donor are coadsorbed, as for example 1H,1HO in the figure, an151
electron transfers from the electron donor (H) to the electron acceptor fragment (HO). In152
these cases, there is no shift of the Fermi level.153
To predict the shift of the Fermi level when more than two fragments are coadsorbed,154
we have to count how many fragments behave as electron donor and how many as electron155
acceptors. If the number of donor is larger than the number of acceptors, the Fermi level156
up-shifts to the conduction band, vice versa when there are more acceptors than donor, the157
Fermi level down-shifts to the valence band. The Fermi level does not shift when the number158
of acceptors is equal to the number of donors.159
We also consider processes with more than one electron transferred, like, for example,160
when 4 hydrogens are adsorbed, 2 on top metal and 2 on top oxygen (two electrons transfer).161
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Figure 3: Density of states for various combinations of fragments on MgO calculated us-
ing HSE06. In parenthesis is indicated the adsorption site when the fragment is not ad-
sorbed on its most stable adsorption site as indicated in the Methods section (for example,
2H(1O,1Mg),1HO means that two hydrogens, one on top oxygen and one on top metal and
one HO group on top metal are adsorbed). The clean slab is labeled with a ∗. The Fermi
levels are indicated by dashed lines, and the color of the DOS depends on the shift of the
Fermi level with respect to the clean slab: in red, when the charges donated by the fragments
are larger then the ones accepted by them so that Fermi level shifts up, in blue, the opposite,
when the charges donated by the fragments are smaller then the ones accepted by them so
that Fermi level shifts down, and in brown, then the charges donated and accepted by the
fragments are balanced. The zero on the x-axis correspond to the vacuum level. The top
view of the systems considered here is shown in Figure S2.
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Figure 4: Interaction energy at the PBE level as a function of the band gap of the clean
surface for multiple electron transfer processes. Ediff scales with the band gap multiplied by
the number of electron transfer (dashed lines).
Figure 4 shows the correlation between the interaction energy and the band gap for the two162
electron transfer process. Since two electrons are transferred, the interaction energy scales163
with twice the size of the band gap as the stabilization equals the size of the band gap for164
each fragment pair. The same happens when three electrons are transferred. We can thus165
generalize that the interaction energy scales with the band gap multiplied by the number of166
electrons which transfer between the electron donor and electron acceptor fragment(s).167
In some cases (Figure 1), the interaction energy deviates from the band gap with the168
increase of the size of the gap. This can be caused by different factors: (i) there are states169
originated by the fragments inside the band gap (see the DOS in Figure 3) which reduce170
the gap of few tenths of eV so that the energy level where the electron transfers do no171
longer correspond to the valence or conduction band of the clean slab but to the extra states172
created by the adsorbate and (ii) the fragments have different strength, due to different173
electronegativities of the chemical elements involved, so that, in some cases, only a fraction174
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of an electron is transferred.175
We note that GGA exchange-correlation functionals underestimate the magnitude of the176
band gap, however the correlation between the band gap and the cooperative interaction is177
still valid no-matter the underestimation. In fact, when the gap is underestimated, Ediff is178
underestimated accordingly.179
Implications for Design of Novel Catalysts180
The majority of the thermodynamic scaling relations in heterogeneous catalysis were de-181
veloped for pure transition metal surfaces and implied scalings between adsorption energies182
of diverse fragments, e.g. binding energies of molecular fragments and the central atom,51183
across a series of flat and stepped transition metal surfaces or between oxygen and oxy-184
genates on the same transition metal surfaces.17 This concepts have then be extended to185
other catalytic surfaces, like transition metal oxides, nitrides, and so on.9,15,16 Modelling186
coadsorbed fragments on metals is made simple by the fact that adsorption and dissociation187
energies are calculated as sum of energies of isolated fragments which gives the same results188
as energies calculated with both the species in the same cell, but at a significantly reduced189
computational cost.190
We have shown here that semiconductors behave in a more complex way and we thus191
need to go beyond the study of surfaces with single adsorbates towards the prediction of192
thermodynamic steps that involve interactions between donor and acceptor fragments, which193
requires larger unit cells and higher computational cost. We can reduce the complexity of194
reactions on semiconductors by understanding that the adsorption of acceptor-donor pairs,195
∆EADads , is energetically highly favored compared to unpaired adsorbates, EA
∗
tot and ED
∗
tot and196
this cooperative energy corresponds to the value of the band gap, Eg:197
∆EADads = E
A∗
tot + E
D∗
tot + Eg . (4)
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The complexity is increased by the fact that some fragments can behave both as accep-198
tors and as donors, like hydrogen, and the fact that the metal forming the oxide can be199
reduced. On MgO or TiO2, for example, a single hydrogen adsorbs on top oxygen. When200
two hydrogens act like donors, i.e. are coadsorbed on top oxygen, the Fermi level stays at the201
valence band, while when an acceptor-donor pair is adsorbed, i.e. one hydrogen on top oxy-202
gen and one on top metal, the Fermi level is found in the middle of the gap. As shown here,203
it is energetically more favorable to adsorb an hydrogen acceptor-donor pair on MgO.52–55204
Similar behavior has been found on MgO(100) and on La2O3 for methane dissociation and205
CeO2 for halogen dissociation.28,37,56 On TiO2, instead, the most stable configuration has206
both hydrogens adsorbed on oxygen as electron donor. This has been explained by the fact207
that Ti reduces.57,58208
Conclusions209
The investigation of descriptors and scaling relationships is extremely useful to understand210
catalysis and speed-up the search for novel and better catalysts.211
In this paper, we have shown that the band gap is a descriptor for cooperative energy212
which is the difference between the binding energies calculated for an electron donor-acceptor213
pair on band gap oxides at infinite and at finite but non-interacting distances. To be more214
precise, the interaction energy is proportional to the band gap times the number of electron215
transferred. For conductive oxides, as well as for semiconducting surfaces with a preadsorbed216
fragment, the interaction energy tends to zero.217
This has been explained considering the shift of the Fermi level. When a single fragment218
is adsorbed, the Fermi level shifts to the edge of the conduction or valence bands for an219
electron donor or acceptor fragment, respectively. If a pair is coadsorbed, the shift of the220
Fermi level is almost null and the Fermi level stays in the middle of the gap. It is thus221
important to consider which of the fragment is a donor and which one is an acceptor to222
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model correctly these oxide systems.223
These findings are important for understanding the binding on semiconducting surfaces224
and they have practical relevance and implications on how to simplify and understand chemi-225
cal reactions on semiconductors. The most likely reactions, in fact, conserve an equal amount226
of acceptors and donors. By using the band gap as a descriptor for the interaction energy,227
we can also estimate the energetics without having to run expensive and time consuming228
calculations.229
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